Nontraumatic Atlantoaxial Rotatory Subluxation: Grisel Syndrome. Case Report and Literature Review
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Abstract

Study Design  Case report and literature review.

Objective  To describe a case of nontraumatic atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation (Grisel syndrome) and to review clinical and radiologic aspects, physiopathology, and treatment of this lesion. There is no well-established protocol in the management of patients without spontaneous reduction. The authors discuss the available strategies to achieve reduction and when to operate on these patients.

Methods  Case presentation of a 7-year-old patient who presented with torticollis ~1 week after the onset of an upper airway infection. There was no history of head or neck trauma. Computed tomography demonstrated atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation and a normal atlantodental interval.

Results  The patient was treated with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and antibiotics and by progressively increasing the soft cervical collar height. Clinical reduction of the subluxation occurred after 48 hours. He wore the rigid collar for 6 weeks. At that moment, the patient was completely asymptomatic and follow-up cervical spine radiograph demonstrated an anatomical C1–C2 relation. The patient was instructed to return to daily life activities in a gradual manner.

Conclusions  Grisel syndrome should be considered in the differential diagnosis of torticollis, especially in children. The management can be planned according to the classification of Fielding and Hawkins. The initial treatment involves medicines, injury reduction, and cervical spine immobilization. Surgical treatment is indicated only in cases of failure of conservative treatment, recurrences of subluxation, and irreducible subluxations.

Introduction

Nontraumatic atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation was first described by Charles Bell in 1830, in a patient with syphilis and pharyngitis who developed compression of the spinal cord and died. It was defined by Grisel as a syndrome in 1951 after the report of two cases of nontraumatic atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation with a recent history of pharyngitis.¹² Thus, Grisel syndrome refers to atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation not triggered by trauma, affecting patients with a history of head and/or neck infections or occurring after otorhinolaryngology procedures.³⁴ It is a rare syndrome predominantly occurring in...
pediatric patients (~68% of cases involve children younger than 12 years and ~90% involve subjects younger than 21 years). The diagnosis is established by the association of clinical and radiologic findings. The authors report a case of atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation involving torticollis 2 days after the beginning of signs and symptoms of pharyngotonsillitis.

**Case Report**

A 7-year-old boy was admitted to the sector of pediatric emergency with torticollis in the preceding 24 hours. There was no history of head or neck trauma. The patient presented cough, halitosis, and odynophagia lasting about 1 week, without fever. Physical examination revealed posture in complete cervical rotation to the right accompanied by subtle flexion. There was spasm of the ipsilateral sternocleidomastoid muscle associated with nuchal pain that was exacerbated by the attempt to perform contralateral active rotation (►Fig. 1). Oroscopy revealed tonsil hypertrophy (2+/4+) with hyperemia and with no exudation or abscess. The neurologic examination was normal. Laboratory exams showed absence of leukocytosis (9,800/mm³) and normal C-reactive protein (<6.0 mg/L).

Computed tomography (CT) of the cervical spine demonstrated atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation to the right, with anterior dislocation of the left articular facet of the atlas and a normal atlantodental interval (ADI) of 2 mm (►Fig. 2). Head and neck contrast tomographies did not detect abscesses. Treatment consisted of immobilization with a soft cervical collar (molded for neck size and position), analgesia (dipyrone and ibuprofen), a muscle relaxant (cyclobenzaprine), and empirical antibiotic treatment (Ceftriaxone for 14 days). Partial relaxation of the cervical musculature occurred after 24 hours, and the collar was replaced with a larger one to reduce the posture in flexion. Clinical reduction of the subluxation occurred after 48 hours, with centralization of the head (►Fig. 3). The patient then received a rigid cervical collar (Philadelphia). He showed significant improvement of cervical pain and of difficulty in eating. No complaints or signs of neurologic involvement were observed at any time. The reduction of atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation was confirmed by imaging exams. Magnetic resonance of the cervical spine was performed 20 days after reduction and demonstrated...
that the odontoid process was slightly shifted to the right (-Fig. 4), with the presence of fluid on the C1–C2 articular facets. The ADI was normal, with no signs of injury to the transverse ligament of the atlas. The patient was discharged from the hospital after 3 weeks. He wore the rigid collar for 6 weeks. Isometric exercises were indicated during this period to maintain the strength of the cervical musculature. Six weeks after reduction, the patient was completely asymptomatic and the radiograph demonstrated an anatomical C1–C2 relation (-Fig. 5). The patient was instructed to return to daily life activities, including sports, in a gradual manner.

Discussion

Grisel syndrome is a rare entity characterized by nontraumatic atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation, which usually occurs after infections of head and neck or after otolaryngology procedures such as adenoidectomy, tonsillectomy, and repair of choanal atresia, among others. This disease is more common during childhood, and only rare cases involving adults have been reported. This is the consequence of the relative weakness of ligaments and joint capsules, horizontal joint articulation, and small supporting muscles. Congenital conditions that involve ligamentous laxity such as Down and Marfan syndromes present a higher risk of atlantoaxial subluxation. Kawasaki disease is a very frequent acute febrile vasculitis of childhood that has also been related to subluxation. Marfan syndromes present a higher risk of atlantoaxial joint articulation, and small supporting muscles.

Karkos et al conducted a systematic review of 71 articles, which included 96 patients with C1–C2 subluxation with no history of previous trauma. Of these, 48% had a recent history of infection mostly affecting the upper airways and 40% were in the postoperative period after head and neck procedures. The clinical picture consists of torticollis and cervical pain, mainly in the nape, associated with oropharyngeal pain, suggesting infection of the upper airways, and/or a recent history of head or neck surgical procedures. Upon physical examination, three signs define the clinical diagnosis of atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation: palpable deviation of the spinous process of the axis in the same direction of head rotation, spasm of the sternocleidomastoid muscle ipsilateral to the rotation, and inability to turn the head beyond the midline in the direction of the side opposite to the lesion. Nuchal pain increases when an attempt is made to perform active contralateral neck rotation. Thus, the patient keeps his or her head motionless, in subtle rotation and flexion, with the chin in a position opposite to that of the affected side, characterizing the pathologic posture denoted “cock robin posture,” a term coined in reference to the posture of a robin with its head in rotation (-Fig. 6). The reported case showed complete contralateral cervical rotation not typical of cock robin posture. However, the absence of spasm of the sternocleidomastoid muscle contralateral to the rotation might alert that this posture may not correspond to a torticollis elicited by muscle spasm.

The physiopathological mechanism of the condition is unknown. Grisel emphasized the role of muscle spasm. Tedesco et al proposed that cervical lymphadenitis subsequent to a nasopharyngeal infection induced irritative spastic contraction of suboccipital and paravertebral muscles causing torticollis. However, the most accepted theory was described by Parke et al, who studied the vascularization of the cervical spine, cranial base, and peripharyngeal tissues in human perinatal cadavers. The authors demonstrated that veins of the posterosuperior region of the pharynx communicate with the periodontoid venous plexus and the epidural suboccipital venous sinuses through the pharyngovertebral veins, providing a hematogenic transport route for septic exudates to structures of the upper cervical spine, a fact that would explain the atlantoaxial inflammatory reactions of Grisel syndrome in anatomical terms. Then, transverse and alar ligament laxity and edema of the atlantoaxial articular capsules would cause rotational atlantoaxial hypermobility and further subluxation after a rotational movement.

C1–C2 subluxation can be seen in simple standard radiographs of the cervical spine. The radiographic findings in transoral incidence include asymmetry and deletion of the C1–C2 articular surfaces, increase of a lateral C1 mass (the one anteriorly dislocated), and reduction of the contralateral one (the one posteriorly dislocated ipsilateral to cervical rotation). However, posture of the head in rotation causes technical difficulties for obtaining a radiograph of quality. On this basis, the gold standard exam for the diagnosis of atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation is the three-dimensional CT of the craniocervical transition. The pediatrician may erroneously consider a diagnosis of atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation when evaluating a CT scan after head trauma performed with the child with the head turned. If there is no neck

Fig. 4 Photograph of the patient on day 3 of conservative treatment demonstrating the head in a neutral position, indicating clinical reduction of atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation. The restoration of neutral position left the cervical collar loose.
pain or rigidity, the CT scan must be performed with the head in neutral position to avoid misdiagnosis and unnecessary referral to tertiary centers. The three-dimensional reconstruction of CT permits a clear visualization of C1–C2 rotation, including the loss of congruence of the articular facets. The axial images permit the measurement of ADI. The normal measurement is 2 to 3 mm in adults and up to 5 mm in children. An increase in this distance is an indirect result of injury to the transverse ligament, which is related to greater instability of the lesion, with the possible need for surgical treatment.

The fundamental diagnostic findings are the nontraumatic atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation itself and a recent history of upper airway infections and/or head and neck surgeries (►Table 1). The diagnosis of the syndrome should be prompt. Diagnosis after 3 weeks is related to failure of conservative treatment, including closed reduction, greater risks of recurrence and permanent craniofacial and/or cervical deformities, and the need for surgical treatment. These might occur because of chronic changes in the transverse and alar ligaments. The recurrence rate is not well established. It is necessary to rule out differential diagnoses with torticollis.

**Fig. 5** Magnetic resonance of the cervical spine, T2 sequence, after spontaneous reduction of the lesion. Observe the joint effusion on the anterior and posterior facets of the dens on the axial image. Intact transverse ligament of the axis (A). Joint effusion anterior to the dens on the sagittal image (B). Note the joint effusion in the atlantoaxial joint in the coronal image (C). Anteroposterior radiograph taken after 6 months demonstrates a reduced atlantoaxial joint (D).

**Fig. 6** A 9-year-old boy with Grisel syndrome. Typical cock robin posture. (Reproduced and used with permission from Deichmueller CM, Welkoborsky HJ. Grisel’s syndrome—a rare complication following “small” operations and infections in the ENT region. Eur Arch Otorhinolaryngol 2010;267(9):1467–1473.)
due to muscle spasms, tumors of the posterior fossa, Chiari malformation, syringomyelia, and C1–C2 fractures.²³ Fielding and Hawkins classified traumatic atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation into four types depending on the distance between the atlas and the odontoid process of the axis.²³ In type I, there is pure rotation of the atlas in relation to the axis and ADI is normal. In type II, there is both rotation and anterior dislocation of the atlas with ADI of 3 to 5 mm, suggesting mild dysfunction of the transverse ligament. Type III consists of rotation and anterior dislocation of more than 5 mm, indicating complete dysfunction of the transverse ligament. Type IV is characterized by rotation and posterior dislocation of the atlas (Fig. 7). Type I and II subluxations are the most frequent and do not involve neurologic deficits, whereas types III and IV may be associated with spinal cord compression and neurological injury.

The treatment of Grisel syndrome is controversial. The initial treatment is usually conservative, including bed rest, a cervical collar, analgesics, anti-inflammatory medications, muscle relaxants and, when pertinent, antibiotic therapy and abscess drainage.⁵ At first, the cervical posture usually prevents the use of a rigid cervical collar. Therefore, we recommend the use of a soft cervical collar molded to the height of the neck at that time. As greater relaxation of the cervical muscles occurs, the authors recommend increasing the height of the collar until reduction of the lesion occurs. Then, the soft collar is replaced with a rigid one. The waiting period for the occurrence of spontaneous reduction has not been established. However, most cases usually resolve spontaneously up to 7 days after the beginning of treatment.²⁰ Once the injury is reduced and the inflammatory process is completely solved, stability is recovered. Although there is no

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Diagnostic findings of Grisel syndrome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History of upper airway infections and/or head and neck surgeries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complaint of torticollis a few days after onset of infection/surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anomalous rotation and mild flexion of the head, with the chin turned toward the contralateral side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain with active or passive head rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation of C reactive protein and of leukocytes during the first days of torticollis, with later normalization of these parameters, usually without a fever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anteroposterior radiograph may show enlargement of the C1 lateral mass that is dislocated forward (contralateral to neck rotation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral radiograph of the cervical spine may show an atlantodental interval larger than 5 mm in severe cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computed tomography showing rotatory subluxation of C1–C2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Deichmueller CM, Welkoborsky HJ. Grisel’s syndrome—a rare complication following “small” operations and infections in the ENT region. Eur Arch Otorhinolaryngol 2010;267(9):1467–1473.
consensus, the authors recommend the use of a rigid collar for at least 2 weeks to treat neck pain and to prevent early recurrence and the return to normal recreation and sports activities after 4 to 6 weeks. The reported case showed a slight deviation of the odontoid process to the right and presence of fluid on the C1–C2 articular facets in the magnetic resonance 3 weeks after reduction, and the authors chose to keep the cervical collar for 3 more weeks.

If spontaneous reduction of the lesion does not occur, closed reduction under mild sedation is recommended, with analgesia in the surgical block. The options are: manual traction in mild flexion followed by cervical extension and contralateral rotation. Jeszenszky transoral technique consisting of locking the spinous process of the axis with one hand while pressing with the index finger of the other hand the lateral mass dislocated anteriorly through the posterior wall of the oropharynx, or halo-cranial traction.\textsuperscript{15,21,24} Definitive treatment should be instituted after reduction. Wetzel and La Roca proposed a treatment protocol for nontraumatic atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation (Grisel syndrome) based on the classification of Fielding and Hawkins. Conservative treatment for type I, II, and III lesions with a soft collar, a rigid collar (Philadelphia collar), and a halo-vest, respectively. For type IV lesions, they recommend surgical treatment.\textsuperscript{25} Surgical treatment is indicated also in cases of failure of conservative treatment, recurrence of subluxation, and irreducible subluxations. Craniofacial fusions in children present unique challenges even in the absence of craniovertebral malformations. The diminutive osseous and ligamentous structures, especially in children younger than 5 to 6 years, limit the use of internal fixation. In these cases, Menezes recommends a small craniectomy and upper cervical laminectomy with a bilateral interlaminar and occipital rib graft anchored with titanium cables (\textit{\textbf{Fig. 8}}). After this age, the size and anatomy of craniovertebral structures may allow the use of screw fixations such as C1–C2 transarticular screw fixation, lateral mass screws at C1, and rod fixation with either C2 pars interarticular screw fixation, pedicle screw fixation, or C2 translaminar screw fixation.\textsuperscript{26}

\textbf{Fig. 8}  Schematic illustration of craniovascular fusion recommended by Menezes in children younger than 5 to 6 years. (Reproduced and used with permission from Menezes AH. Craniovascular fusions in children. J Neurosurg Pediatr 2012;9(6):573–585.)

\section*{Conclusion}

Grisel syndrome is a rare complication of upper airway infections and otorhinolaryngology procedures, more commonly occurring in children. The present case underscores the importance of an early diagnosis and treatment of Grisel syndrome. Conservative treatment is indicated in most cases. Surgical treatment is indicated only in cases of failure of conservative treatment, recurrences of subluxation, and irreducible subluxations.
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